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1. Introduction 
 
The study on defaultable corporate bond is recently one of the most interesting areas of 
cutting edge in financial mathematics.  
   As well known, there are two main approaches to pricing defaultable corporate bonds; 
one is the structural approach and the other one is the reduced form approach. In the 
structural method, we think that the default event occurs when the firm value is not enough to 
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repay debt, that is, the firm value reaches a certain lower threshold (default barrier) from the 
above. Such a default can be expected and thus we call it expected default. In the 
reduced-form approach, the default is treated as an unpredictable event governed by a default 
intensity process. In this case, the default event can occur without any correlation with the 
firm value and such a default is called unexpected default. In the reduced-form approach, if 
the default probability in time interval ],[ ttt    is t , then   is called default intensity 
or hazard rate. The third approach is to unify the structural and reduced form approaches. As 
for the history of the above three approaches and their advantages and shortcomings, readers 
can refer to [13] and the introductions of [3, 12]. Combining the elements of the structural 
approach and reduced-form approach is one of the recent trends. 
   On the other hand, many models related to coupon approximate actual coupon bearing 
debts with continuous coupon stream or even zero coupon contracts but such approach has 
restriction [5].  
   There has been relatively little work on the most realistic payout structure providing fixed 
discrete coupons [1]. Geske (1977) is the first study for this problem, where discrete interest 
payouts prior to maturity were modeled as determinants of default risk [4]. The introduction 
and the conclusions of [1] includes many useful information about corporate discrete coupon 
bonds. Recently, Agliardi (2011) generalized the Geske’s formula for defaultable coupon 
bonds, incorporated a stochastic risk free term structure and the effects of bankruptcy cost 
and government taxes on bond interest and studied the duration of defaultable bonds. 
Agliardi’s approach in [1] to corporate coupon bonds is a kind of structural approaches as 
shown in its title. In [9], authors studied some general properties of solutions to 
inhomogeneous Black-Scholes equations with discontinuous maturity payoffs and applied 
them to a pricing problem of defaultable discrete coupon bond with constant default intensity 
in a unified model of structural and reduced form models. Unlike [1], the authors of [9] 
calculated the expected barrier from the bond price. 
   The aim of this paper is to generalize the comprehensive structural model for defaultable 
fixed income bonds considered in [1] into a comprehensive unified model of structural and 
reduced form models. Here we consider the one factor model and the two factor model.  
   In the one factor model the bond holders receive the deterministic coupon at 
predetermined coupon dates (like in [1]) and the face value (debt) and the coupon at the 
maturity. The effect of government taxes which are paid on the proceeds of an investment in 
bonds is considered under constant short rate while Agliardi [1] considered stochastic model 
of short rate such as Vasicek model. The aim of this change is to get analytical pricing 
formulae. We feel some difficulty to get analytical pricing formulae of defaultable discrete 
(deterministic) coupon bond under unified model of structural and reduced form models and 
the stochastic models of short rate including Vasicek model. 
   In the two factor model the bond holders receive the stochastic coupon (discounted value 
of that at the maturity) at predetermined coupon dates and the face value (debt) and the 
coupon at the maturity, which is different from [1] and the aim of such a change of coupon 
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structure is to get analytical pricing formulae. The effect of government taxes which are paid 
on the proceeds of an investment in bonds is considered under stochastic short rate.  
   The expected default event occurs when the equity value is not enough to pay coupon or 
debt at the coupon dates or maturity and unexpected default event can occur at the first jump 
time of a Poisson process with the given default intensity (provided by a step function of time 
variable). We consider the model and pricing formula for equity value and using it calculate 
expected default barrier. Then we provide pricing model and formula for defaultable 
corporate bonds with discrete coupons and consider its duration and the effect of the 
government taxes. 
   The one factor pricing model between every adjacent two coupon dates becomes an 
inhomogeneous Black-Scholes equation with constant coefficients and discontinuous 
terminal value condition and can be solved by the method of higher order binaries with 
constant coefficients which is used to the pricing problem of corporate zero coupon bonds in 
[11]. The two factor pricing model between every adjacent two coupon dates can be changed 
to an inhomogeneous Black-Scholes equation with time dependent coefficients and 
discontinuous terminal value condition through change of numeraire, which can be solved by 
the method of higher order binaries which is used to the pricing problem of corporate zero 
coupon bonds on [10]. 
   The remainder of the article is divided into two parts.  
   The first part describes one factor model and is organized as follows. In the section 2 we 
consider the model and pricing formula for equity value and using it calculate expected 
default barrier. Then we provide pricing model and formula for defaultable discrete coupon 
corporate bonds without consideration of taxes. In the section 3 we study duration of our 
bond. In the section 4 we consider the effect of taxes. The section 5 is an appendix where we 
give the sketch of the proof of pricing formulae for equity value and defaultable discrete 
coupon bond. The notions and the pricing formulae of higher order binaries with constant 
coefficients and their some properties which are used in the sections 2, 3 and 4 will be 
referred to [2], [8] or [11].  
   The second part describes two factors model and is article is organized as follows. The 
section 1 gives an introduction. In the section 2 we consider the model and pricing formula 
for equity value and using it calculate expected default barrier. Then we provide pricing 
model and formula for defaultable discrete coupon corporate bonds without consideration of 
taxes. In the section 3 we study duration of our bond. In the section 4 we consider the effect 
of taxes. The section 5 is an appendix where we give the sketch of the proof of pricing 
formulae for equity value. The notions and the pricing formulae of higher order binaries with 
time dependent coefficients and their some properties which are used in the sections 2, 3 and 
4 will be referred to [10]. 
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2. Mathematical Model and Pricing Formulae for Discrete Coupon Bond 
with both Expected and Unexpected Defaults 
 
2.1 Assumptions  
1) Short rate r is constant. Then the price of default free zero coupon bond with maturity 
T and face value 1 is 
)();( tTreTtZ  . 
2) The firm value )(tV follows a geometric Brown motion  
 dttVbrtdV )()()( )()()( tdWtVtsV  
under the risk neutral martingale measure. The firm continuously pays out dividend in rate 
b  0 (constant) for a unit of firm value.  
3) Let TTTTT NN  1100  and T is the maturity of our corporate bond (debt) 
with face value F (unit of currency). At time Ti (i = 1,…, N1) bond holder receives the 
coupon of quantity Ci (unit of currency) from the firm and at time TN =T bond holder receives 
the face value F and the last coupon CN (unit of currency). (That is, the coupons are the same 
as in [1])  
4) The expected default occurs only at time Ti when the equity of the firm is not enough 
to pay debt and coupon. If the expected default occurs, the bond holder receives V as 
default recovery. Here  is called a fractional recovery rate of firm value at default.  
5) The unexpected default can occur at any time. The unexpected default probability in 
the time interval ],[],[ 1 ii TTttt   is ti ( 1,,0  Ni  ). Here the default intensity i  
is a constant. If the unexpected default occurs at time t ),( 1 ii TT , the bond holder receives 
min{V, );();(1 Nkk
N
ik TtFZTtZC   } as default recovery. Here the reason why the expected 
default recovery and unexpected recovery are given in different forms is to avoid the 
possibility of paying more than the price of default free discrete coupon bond with the face 
value F and coupons kC  (at time Tk) as a default recovery when the unexpected default 
event occurs. In what follows we call the unexpected default occurred at time t ),( 1 ii TT  
with default recovery );();(1 Nkk
N
ik TtFZTtZC   as the unexpected default without loss. 
   6) In the subinterval ],( 1ii TT , the price of our corporate bond and the equity of the firm 
are given by a sufficiently smooth function ),( tVBi and ),( tVEi ( 1,,0  Ni  ), respectively. 
 
   2.2 Mathematical Model for Equity and Expected Default Barriers 
According to the result the subsection 2.2 of the part II, we can derive PDE of the equity E 
when the firm has constant default intensity  under the assumptions 1) and 2). 
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Thus we derive the mathematical model for the equity under the assumptions 1) ~ 6). From 
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the above PDE of the equity and the above assumption 5), 6) the equity price Ei satisfies the 
following PDE in every subinterval ),( 1ii TT ( 1,,0  Ni  ): 
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From the assumption 3) we have: 
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We will use the following notation for simplicity. 
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   Remark 1. ic is the time TN -value of the payoff to bondholders at time Ti (i =1,…, N) and KN 
denotes the default barrier at time TN as in [11].  
   Theorem 1. (Equity Price) The solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) are provided as follows:  
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( .1,,1,0,0,1   NiVTtT ii  ) 
Here ),,;,,;,( 1
1
qrTTtxB mKK m

  and 


 mm KKK
A
11
),,;,,,;,( 11 brTTTtx mm are the prices 
of m-th order bond and asset binaries with risk free rate r, dividend rate q and volatility  
(the lemma 1 of [8]) and )1,,1(  NiKi   is the unique root of the equation iii CTVE ),( . 
Using multi-variate normal distribution functions, (2.4) are represented in terms of the debt 
F, the coupons Ci and the firm value V as follows:  
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Here );,,( 1 AaaN mm  ( the cumulative distribution function of m-variate normal distribution 
with zero mean vector and a covariance matrix 1A ), )(tdi
 and m kjijimk trtA 
  ,
1
, ))(())(( are 
given by:  
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)(tr ji ),,,(),()(,)()( mkjijitrtrtTtT jiijji  .           (2.6)  
   Remark 2. The theorem 1 gives us the expected default barrier Ki at time Ti (i =1,…, N1). That 
is, if V < Ki at time Ti , then the expected default occurs. Note that the difference of (2.4) and 
(2.5) from (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) of [10] comes from the coupon structures’ difference. If b 
= 0 and k = 0 (i = 0,…, N1), then our pricing formula (2.5) has the same type with the 
formula (2) of [1, at page 751] but we should note that here short rate r is constant. If b = 0, 
Ck = 0 and k = 0 (i = 0,…, N1), then the formula (2.5) with (2.6) includes the formula (12) 
of Merton (1974) [7]. 
 
   2.3 Model and Pricing Formulae of the Defaultable Discrete Coupon Bond 
   In this subsection we derive the representation of the price Bi(V, t) of the defaultable 
discrete coupon bond in the interval (Ti, Ti+1] (i = 0,…, N1). In this subsection we neglect the 
effect of the taxation. We use the notation of (2.3) and the following notation  
   );();()( 1 Nkk
N
iki TtFZTtZCt   .                     (2.7) 
That is, i(t) is time t-value of default free discrete coupon bond with the maturity NT  - face 
value F  and coupons Ni CC ,,1   at time Ni TT ,,1  .  
   Now we consider the defaultable discrete coupon bond under the assumptions 1) ~ 6) in 
the subsection 2.1. From the assumption 5) and 6), using the method of [13] we can know 
that our bond price Bi satisfies the following PDE in every subinterval ),( 1ii TT (i=1,…, N): 
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In the theorem 1, we have calculated the expected default barrier Ki (i =1,…, N) (see the 
remark 2). Thus from the assumptions 3) and 4) we have the following terminal value 
conditions:  
.2,,0,0},{1}{1]),([),(
;0},{1}{1),(
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
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    (2.9) 
The problem (2.8) and (2.9) is just the pricing model of our defaultable discrete coupon bond.  
   Remark 3. In our model (2.8) and (2.9) the consideration of unexpected default risk and dividend 
of firm value is added to the model on defaultable discrete coupon bond of [1]. Another 
difference from [1]’s approach is that risk free rate r is constant (but not stochastic process) . 
The difference from the model (2.18), (2.19) of [10] is the difference of coupon structures. 
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Our model (2.8) and (2.9) has some difference in default barriers and default recovery from 
the model (3.5) of [11] for defaultable zero coupon bond with discrete default information 
and endogenous default recovery but it is very similar with the fundamental problem (4.2) of 
[11] which is a terminal value problem for an inhomogenous Black - Scholes equation with 
constant coefficients and binary type terminal value. 
           
   Theorem 2. (Discrete Coupon Bond Price) The solution to (2.8) and (2.9) is given by: 
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   Remark 4. 1) The proof of theorem 2 is similar with the solving of (4.2) of [11] and we give a 
sketch of the proof in the appendix. 2) The problem (2.8) and (2.9) is an inhomogenous 
Black-Scholes equation with discontinuous terminal value. Thus using the results of [9], we 
can investigate such properties of ),( tVBi  as monotonicity, boundedness or gradient estimate 
and so on.    
   Let denote the leverage ratio by L=F/V0 and the k-th coupon rate by ck = Ck/F (k = 1,…, 
N). Then we have the following representation of the initial price of the our defaultable 
discrete coupon bond in terms of leverage ratio, face value, coupon rates, default recovery 
rate and initial price of the default free zero coupon bonds with maturity Tk (coupon dates). 
   Corollary 1. Under the assumption of theorem 2, the initial price of the bond can be 
represented as follows:   
    ),;,,,;,,,,( 10100 brccFLBB NN    
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Here  
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( 
    is the matrix whose m-th row and column are given by  
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~)(~,  mimirrT miimi                  (2.14) 
and other elements coincide with those of 1)( mA . The matrices
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~
( mA , respectively . 
   Remark 5. If b = 0 and k = 0 (i =0,…, N1), then our pricing formula (2.12) nearly coincides 
with the formula (5) of [1, at page 752] and the only difference comes from the assumption 
of short rate. If b = 0, Ck = 0 and k = 0 (i = 0,…, N1), then the formula (2.12) includes the 
formula (13) of Merton (1974) [7]. 
   In what follows, we use the following notation for simplicity: 
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Then from (2.5) and (2.12) we can write as follows: 
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If we take the sum of the above expressions, we have 
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Therefore we have 
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This shows that the Modigliani-Miller theorem holds (that is, V = Equity + Debt) when  =1 
and k = b = 0. (Here we considered the following fact [1]:  
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In the case with possibility of default, it is modified as follows [1]: 
V = Equity + Debt + Default Costs (bankruptcy costs) . 
From this fact, we have the representation of bankruptcy costs. 
   Corollary 2. (Bankruptcy Cost) The current value of bankruptcy cost is as follows: 
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   Remark 6. In the formula (2.18), let k = b = 0, then we have the formula (6) of [1, at page 752]. 
 
3. Duration 
   In this section we study the problem of duration for defaultable discrete coupon bond 
under the united model of structural and reduced form approaches we developed in the 
previous section. According to [1], when );,( rtVB is bond price, we use the following 
definition for duration with respect to the short rate 
);,(
),(
1
),( rtVB
tVB
tVD r .                      (3.1) 
For example, the duration Dz(t, T) of default free zero coupon bond Z(t ; T) under the 
assumption 1) in the section 2 is just the T t . The duration of the default free discrete 
coupon bond for t[0, T1], the holder of which receives the coupon of quantity Ci (unit of 
currency) at time Ti (i = 1,…, N1) and receives the face value F and the last coupon CN (unit 
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of currency) at time TN =T, is given by  
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because its time t-price is just the same with 
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  t[0, T1]. 
Note that the duration of such default free discrete coupon bond with coupon dates Tk is a 
convex linear combination of the durations of zero coupon bonds with maturity Tk. 
Now let calculate the duration of our defaultable discrete coupon bond. We use the 
notation of (2.3). In (2.17) the third term can be rewritten as follows: 
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Then we have another more intuitional initial price representation: 
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Here we let 
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   Remark 7. nf  may be considered as the probability of no default (or unexpected default 
without loss) prior or at Tn and )(rh  the probability of expected default or unexpected 
default with recovery 0V . 
Then 0, hfn and the initial price of our bond is written as follows: 
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We use the lemma on derivatives of multi-variate normal distribution functions (the lemma 1 
in the section 5 in the following part II) and 
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Here imN ,1
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 is given in (5.14) of [10, at page 19]. From (3.14) and (2.16), we have  
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(3.9) 
Using these notations (3.4) and (3.9), if we substitute (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.6) we have the 
representation of the duration of our defaultable discrete coupon bond: 
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   Remark 8. Here it is difficult for us to say that the duration of our defaultable discrete coupon 
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bond is always smaller or larger than the duration (3.2) of the equivalent default free bond.  
 
4. Taxes on the Coupons 
In this section we extend the result of the section 2 along the line of the study of [1] on the 
effect of government taxes that paid on the proceeds of an investment in corporate bonds.  
   According to [1], State income taxes are only paid on the proceeds of an investment and 
not on the principal. In this case the payoff to the bond holders is reduced but the equity is not 
changed. Thus the expected default condition is not changed and default barrier at time Ti is 
still Ki (i =1,…,N) as calculated in the theorem 1. It means that when the tax rate is  (> 0), 
the payoff to bondholders at coupon dates is as follows:  
   i) At the maturity date TN , F+(1)CN if VTN  KN (=F+CN) (firm value is enough large to 
pay debt principal F and coupon CN); F+(1)(VTN F) if F/  VTN < KN (firm value is 
enough large to pay debt principal but not enough to pay coupon); VTN if VTN < F/ (firm 
value is not enough large to pay even the principal, let alone the coupon). Here we should 
note that this structure of the payoff comes from the implicit assumption that F/ < F+CN 
(equally 1)1(  Nc  or 1
1  Nc ; we call it the case II) which is possible but generally 
unlikable because the recovery rate  might not be able to be so large provided a coupon 
rate FCc NN / or the coupon rate Nc might not be able to be so large provided a recovery 
rate . For example, if  = ½, then we must have Nc > 1 which seems impossible. When F/  
F + CN (equally 
1)1(  Nc  or 1
1  Nc ; we call it the case I) , the payoff to 
bondholders at the maturity date TN is F+(1)CN if VTN  KN  and VTN if VTN < KN . Here 
we only consider the case I as in [1]. 
   ii) At the k-th coupon date Ti (i = 1,…, N1), (1)Ci if VTi  Ki ; VTi if VTi < Ki . (Note 
that it is possible to consider the case II as at time TN but we do not consider it since it is 
generally unlikable.) 
   Let modify our pricing model (2.8) and (2.9) under consideration of taxes on the coupons 
provided in the above. We introduce the following notation for simplicity of pricing formulae 
as the previous subsections.  
   .1,,1),;()(
~
,)1(;)1( 1   NiTtZctCcCFc kk
N
ikiiiNN       (4.1) 
That is, ic is the time TN -value of the payoff to bondholders at time Ti (i =1,…, N) and )(
~
ti  
is time t-value of default free discrete coupon bond with the maturity NT - face value F and 
coupons Ni CC ,,1   at time Ni TT ,,1  under consideration of the tax rate .  
   Under the above assumption and the notation (4.1), our bond price iB
~
 satisfies the 
following PDE in every subinterval ),( 1ii TT ( 1,,0  Ni  ): 
  .0,,0)(~,min~)(
~
)(
~
2
1
~
12
2
22 








 VTtTtVBr
V
B
Vbr
V
B
Vs
t
B
iiiiii
ii
V
i    (4.2) 
If we consider the payoff to bondholders at coupon dates, we can derive the following 
terminal value conditions: 
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
NiVKVVKVcTVBTVB
KVVKVcTVB
iiiiiii
NNNNN


    (4.3) 
The problem (4.2) and (4.3) with the notation (4.1) is just the pricing model of our defaultable 
discrete coupon bond under consideration of taxes on coupons and it is the same problem with 
(2.8) and (2.9). Thus we have the solution representation of it just as in the theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Unless the coupon rates are large relative to /1 , under State tax rate , 
we have the following representation of the initial price of the our defaultable discrete 
coupon bond in terms of debt, coupon rates, default recovery rate, default intensity, and 
initial price of the default free zero coupon bond and initial firm value:  
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    (4.4) 
Here  
);0()1();0(/)0(
~
)0(
~
1 kk
N
mkNmm TZcTZF   , 
)(
~
,,),;,,( 1 mmmmm AAAAaaN
 , )(
~
mA and 

id  are the same as in the theorem 2 and 
),,(  id

 are given by 
            ,,,1;,
2
1
)(
~ln),(
~
1
22/1 NiTTsbr
M
V
sd iiV
i
Vi 














 
 

  
 )(
~
1 tM i )(
~1 ti
 .                                               (4.5) 
   Remark 9. If b = 0 and k = 0 (i = 0,…, N1), then our pricing formula (4.4) nearly coincides 
with the formula (10) of [1, at page 756] and the only difference comes from the fact that the 
short rate is constant in our model. 
   Remark 10. As in the section 2, the equation of the problem (4.2) and (4.3) is an inhomogenous 
Black-Scholes equation with discontinuous terminal value. Thus using the results of [10], 
we can investigate such properties of ),(
~
tVBi  as monotonicity, boundedness or gradient 
estimate and so on.  
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   Now we solve the problem (2.1) and (2.2). Under the notation (2.3), when i=N1, we have 
0,,0)()(
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111
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2
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2
221 
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
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
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

 VTtTEr
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E
Vbr
V
E
Vs
t
E
NNNN
NN
V
N  ,   (5.1) 
0},{1)(),(1  VKVcVTVE NNNN .                                 (5.2) 
The equation (5.1) is the Black-Scholes equation with the short rate 1 Nr  , the dividend 
rate bN 1  and the volatility Vs . The terminal value condition (5.2) can be written as  
}{1}{1),(1 NNNNN KVcKVVTVE  . 
This is the terminal value of binary option ([2, 8]) and thus we have the solution – 
representation in terms of binary options: 
  
.0,,)],,;;,(),,;;,([
),,;;,(),,;;,(),(
1
)(
11111
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

  (5.3) 
Here ),,;;,(),,,;;,(  qrTtxBqrTtxA NKNK
 are the prices of the asset and bond binary options 
with the coefficients r, the dividend rate q and the volatility (the lemma1 of [11, page 4]) 
and we used (2.11) of [11]. In particular for the next step of study we rewrite ),( 11  NN TVE as  
)].,,;;,(
),,;;,([),(
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121
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       (5.4) 
By (5.2) and the lemma 1 of [8, at page 253] we have 
0,1),(0 11
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1 
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
  
 VeTV
V
E
NN Tb
N
N  .                    (5.5) 
   Now consider the case when i = N2. In this case, (2.1) and (2.2) become  
0,,0)()(
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0},),({1]),([),( 11111112   VcTVEcTVETVE NNNNNNNN .            (5.7) 
The equation (5.6) is the Black-Scholes equation with the short rate 2 Nr  , the dividend 
rate bN 2  and the volatility Vs . From (5.7) the equation 111 ),(   NNN cTVE has unique 
root KN1 and   VcTVE NNN 111 ),( 1NK . (Note that 00 11   NN Kc .) Thus by (5.4) 
the terminal value condition (5.7) can be written as follows:  
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
  
This is the terminal value of combination of the second order binaries and bond binary ([2, 
8]) with the short rate 2 Nr  , the dividend rate bN 2  and the volatility Vs . Thus we 
have the following representation: 
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 (5.8) 
Here ),,;,;,(),,,;,;,( 11  qrTTtxBqrTTtxA NNKMNNKM 


 are the prices of the second order 
asset and bond binary options with the coefficients r, the dividend rate q and the volatility   
(lemma1 of [11, page 4]) and we used (2.11) of [11]. In particular for the next step of study 
we rewrite ),( 22  NN TVE  as  
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 (5.9) 
By (5.5), (5.7) and the lemma 1 of [8, at page 253] we have 
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   Now consider the case when i = N3. In this case, (2.1) and (2.2) become  
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0},),({1]),([),( 22222223   VcTVEcTVETVE NNNNNNNN .          (5.12) 
The equation (5.11) is the Black-Scholes equation with the short rate 3 Nr  , the dividend 
rate bN 3  and the volatility Vs . From (5.10) the equation 222 ),(   NNN cTVE has unique 
root KN2 and   VcTVE NNN 222 ),( 2NK . (Note that 00 22   NN Kc .) Thus by (5.9) 
the terminal value condition (5.12) can be written as follows:  
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This is a linear combination of the terminal values of third or lower order binary options with 
the short rate 3 Nr  , the dividend rate bN 3  and the volatility Vs  in the meaning of 
[8] and the solution ),(3 tVEN  is given by the third or lower order binary options: 
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Here 
 NNNNNN KKKKKK
BA
1212
, are the prices of the third order asset and bond binary options 
(the theorem 1 of [8] or the lemma1 of [11, page 4]) and we used (2.11) of [11]. 
   By induction the formulae (2.4) are proved.(QED)  
5.2. The Proof of Theorem 2 
   Now we solve the problem (2.8) and (2.9). The equation (2.8) is an inhomogenous 
Black-Scholes equation with the short rate ir  , the dividend rate bi  , the volatility Vs  
and the inhomogenous term 
  1,,0)}],({1)}({1)([)(,min),( 11   NitMVVtMVttVVtg iiiiiii  . (5.14) 
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When i=N1, we have 
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.0},{1}{1),(1  VKVVKVcTVB NNNNN                               (5.17) 
The solution of (5.16) and (5.17) is given by the sum of the following two problems: 
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.0},{1}{1),(  VKVVKVcTVX NNNN                              (5.19) 
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.0,0),(  VTVY N                                                    (5.21) 
The problem (5.18) and (5.19) is binary option pricing problem with the short rate 1 Nr  , 
the dividend rate bN 1 and the volatility Vs . Thus using the notation and binary option 
pricing formulae of [2 or 8] we have 
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The problem (5.20) and (5.21) is a 0-terminal value problem of an inhomogeneous equation 
and thus we use the Duhamel's principle to solve it (see [11]). Fix ],( 1 NN TT   and let 
);,( txW  be the solution to the following terminal value problem: 
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Consider (5.14) with i=N1 and use again the notation and binary option pricing formulae of 
[2 or 8] we have  
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Then the solution Y to the problem (5.20) and (5.21) is given as follows: 
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Therefore NNN TtTtVB  11 ,),( is provided as follows: 
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 (5.22) 
Here the last equality comes from (2.11) of [11]. 
   Now we consider the case when i=N2. Then the problem (2.8) and (2.9) becomes 
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 .0,12   VTtT NN      (5.23) 
.0},{1}{1]),([),( 1111112   VKVVKVcTVBTVB NNNNNNN       (5.24) 
The solution to (5.23) and (5.24) is provided by the sum of the following two problems: 
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.0,0),( 1  VTVY N                                                    (5.28) 
The problem (5.27) and (5.28) is the same type with the problem (5.20) and (5.21) and thus 
the solution to (5.27) and (5.28) is provided as follows:  
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Since (5.25) is an inhomogeneous Black-Scholes equation with the short rate 2 Nr  , the 
dividend rate bN 2 and the volatility Vs , we use (2.11) of [11] to rewrite ),( 11  NN TVB  as 
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Thus (5.26) can be written as 
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This is a linear combination of second or lower order binaries and therefore using the notation 
and second order binary option pricing formulae of [2 or 8] we get the solution to the problem 
(5.25) and (5.26) as follows: 
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Thus we have the representation of ),(2 tVBN :   
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By induction we have the rest of the proof. (QED) 
 
PART II:  Two Factors - Model 
1. Introduction 
In the part I, we considered the one factor model for defaultable discrete coupon bond under 
constant short rate while Agliardi [1] considered two factors structural model. In generalizing 
Agliardi’s two factors structural model into the unified model of structural and reduced form 
models, we feel difficulties to get analytical pricing formulae. The main difficulty comes 
from the fact that in different time intervals we must use different numeraire, which prevent 
us to get comprehensive formulae using higher order binaries. To overcome this difficulty we 
assumed that the bond holders receive the discounted value of the predetermined quantities at 
the maturity at predetermined coupon dates and the face value (debt) and the coupon at the 
maturity. In this case the coupons prior the maturity becomes random variables. Under such 
assumption, we can comprehensive two factor pricing formulae for defaultable discrete 
coupon bonds  
In part II, we use independent numbers of sections, theorems and equations.  
  
2. Two Factors-Model and Pricing Formulae for Discrete Coupon Bond 
with both Expected and Unexpected Defaults 
 
2.1 Assumptions  
1) Short rate follows the law  
)()(),( 1 tdWtsdttradr rrt  ,   rtatatrar )()(),( 21                 (2.1) 
under the risk neutral martingale measure and a standard Wiener process 1W . Under this 
assumption, the price Z(r, t ; T) of default free zero coupon bond is the solution to the 
following problem  
2
2
2
1
( ) ( , ) 0,
2
( , ) 1.
r r
Z Z Z
s t a r t rZ
t rr
Z r T
  
   
  
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                  (2.2) 
The solution is given by  
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rTtBTtAeTtrZ ),(),();,(  .                                (2.3) 
Here A(t, T) and B(t, T) are differently given dependent on the specific model of short rate 
[13]. For example, if the short rate follows the Vasicek model, that is, if the coefficients ),(1 ta  
)(),(2 tsta r in (1) are all constants (that is, 11 )( ata  , 22 )( ata  , rr sts )( ), then B(t, T) and A(t, 
T) are respectively given as follows: 
.),(
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),(),(,
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),( 222
2
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
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




 T
t
r
tTa
duTuBsTuBaTtA
a
e
TtB          (2.4) 
See [13] for B(t, T) and A(t, T) in Ho-Lee model and Hull-White model.   
2) The firm value )(tV follows a geometric Brown motion  
 dttVbrtdV t )()()( )()()( 2 tdWtVtsV  
under the risk neutral martingale measure and a standard Wiener process 2W  and ,( 1dWE  
dtdW )2 . The firm continuously pays out dividend in rate b  0 (constant) for a unit of 
firm value.  
3) Let TTTTT NN  1100  and T is the maturity of our corporate bond (debt) 
with face value F (unit of currency). At time Ti (i = 1,…, N1) bond holder receives the 
coupon of quantity CiZ(r, Ti ; T) (unit of currency) from the firm and at time TN =T bond 
holder receives the face value F and the last coupon CN (unit of currency). This means that 
the time T-value of the sum of the face value and the coupons of the bond is k
N
k CF 1 .  
4) The expected default occurs only at time Ti when the equity of the firm is not enough 
to pay debt and coupon. If the expected default occurs, the bond holder receives V as 
default recovery and the equity holder gets nothing. Here 0    1 is called a fractional 
recovery rate of firm value at default.  
5) The unexpected default can occur at any time. The unexpected default probability in 
the time interval ],[],[ 1 ii TTttt   is ti ( 1,,0  Ni  ). Here the default intensity i  
is a constant. If the unexpected default occurs at time t ),( 1 ii TT , the bond holder receives 
min{V, ( k
N
ik CF 1 )Z(r, t ; T)} as default recovery and the equity holder gets nothing. 
Here the reason why the expected default recovery and unexpected recovery are given in 
different forms is to avoid the possibility of paying at time t ),( 1 ii TT  more than the current 
price of risk free zero coupon bond with the face value k
N
ik CF 1  as a default recovery 
when the unexpected default event occurs. 
   6) In the subinterval ],( 1ii TT , the price of our corporate bond and the equity of the firm 
are given by a sufficiently smooth function ),,( trVBi  and Ei(V, r, t) ( 1,,0  Ni  ), 
respectively. 
 
   2.2 Two Factors-Model for Equity and Expected Default Barriers 
In order for us to understand the equity E, we derive the PDE for the equity using the 
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-hedging technique [6, 13]. Construct a portfolio  = E  1B  2Z. (Z is the default free 
zero coupon bond and B is the defaultable bond with a constant default intensity  and 
unexpected default recovery Rud .) Choose 1 and 2 so that the portfolio  is risk-neutral in 
the time interval [t, t +dt], that is, 
d t = rt dt .                              (2.5) 
If there is no default in the time interval [t, t +dt], then  
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If we consider the assumptions 1) and 2) and neglect higher order infinitesimal of dt, then   
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If the unexpected default occurs in the time interval [t, t +dt], then Et+dt becomes 0 and the 
bond holders receive Rud, and therefore we have 
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Note that the probability of default in the time interval [t, t +dt] is dt. Multiply 1  dt to 
(2.7) and dt to (2.8), and then add them together and neglect higher order infinitesimal terms 
of dt, then we have 
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If we substitute this expression into (2.5) and remove dt, then we have 
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If we consider the equation (2.2) for Z and the equation of the defaultable bond with a 
constant default intensity  and unexpected default recovery Rud  (see [13]) : 
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If we consider (2.6), then 
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This means that the equity E (when the firm has constant default intensity ) satisfies the same PDE 
for defaultable security with 0-unexpected default recovery. 
   Now we derive the mathematical model for the equity under the assumptions 1) ~ 6). 
From the above PDE of the equity and the above assumption 5), 6) the equity price Ei satisfies 
the following PDE in every subinterval ),( 1ii TT ( 1,,0  Ni  ): 
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From the assumption 3) and 4) we have: 
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The problem (2.10) and (2.11) is just the mathematical model for the equity. 
   Remark 1. The equation (2.10) is the same type with (3.7) in [11] but simpler than (3.7) (that is, 
(2.10) is homogeneous). In the first expression of (2.11) the default barrier is explicitly shown. 
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But in the second expression, the default conditions don’t show the default barrier explicitly. 
So in this stage, it is still not clear to find the similarity of this problem with the problem of 
[10] but through more careful consideration we can use the method of [10] to get the pricing 
formula of our equity (see the proof in the section 5).     
When ),( TtB is given in (2.4), let denote  
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   Remark 2. )(tS x is the volatility of the relative price of the firm value x = V/Z , ic is the time 
TN -value of the payoff to bondholders at time Ti (i = 1,…, N) and KN denotes the default 
barrier at time TN as in [10].  
   Theorem 1. (Equity Price) The solutions of (2.10) and (2.11) are provided as follows:  
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of m-th order bond and asset binaries with 0-risk free rate, b-dividend rate and )(tS x - 
volatility (see the theorem 1 of [10]) and )1,,1(  NiKi   is the unique root of the equation 
iii CTxe ),( . Furthermore ),( txei is x-increasing and x-downward convex and 10  ixe . 
    Remark 3. 1) The theorem 1 gives us the expected default barrier Ki at time Ti (i =1,…, N1). 
That is, if V < KiZ(r, Ti ; T) at time Ti , then the expected default occurs. 2) Using multi - 
variate normal distribution functions, (2.13) are represented in terms of the debt F, the 
coupons Ci and the firm value V as follows:  
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Here );,,( 1 AaaN mm  ( the cumulative distribution function of m-variate normal distribution 
with zero mean vector and a covariance matrix 1A ), )(tdi
  and m kjijimk trtA 
  ,
1
, ))(())((  
are given by:  
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      3) If b = 0 and k = 0 (i = 0,…, N1), then our pricing formula (2.15) nearly coincides with the 
formula (2) of [1, at page 751] and the only difference comes from the fact that k-th coupon is 
provided as a discounted value of the maturity-value in our model.  
 
   2.3 Two Factors-Model Pricing Formulae of the Defaultable Discrete Coupon Bond 
   In this subsection we derive the representation of the price Bi(V, r, t) of the defaultable 
discrete coupon bond in the interval (Ti, Ti+1] (i = 0,…, N1). In this subsection we neglect the 
effect of the taxation. We use the notation of (2.12) and the following notation  
   k
N
iki CF 1 .                          (2.17) 
That is,  is the time TN -value of the sum of the face value and all coupons of the bond.  
   Now we consider the defaultable discrete coupon bond under the assumptions 1) ~ 6) in 
the subsection 2.1. From (2.9) and the assumption 5) and 6) we can know that our bond price 
Bi satisfies the following PDE in every subinterval ),( 1ii TT ( 1,,0  Ni  ): 
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In the theorem 1, we have calculated the expected default barrier Ki (i =1,…, N) (see the 
remark 3). Thus from the assumptions 3) and 4) we have the following terminal value 
conditions:  
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The problem (2.18) and (2.19) is just the pricing model of our defaultable discrete coupon 
bond.  
   Remark 4. In our model (2.18) and (2.19) the consideration of unexpected default risk and 
dividend of firm value is added to the model on defaultable discrete coupon bond of [1]. 
Another difference from [1]’s approach is that the bond is considered as a derivative of risk 
free rate r (but not default free zero coupon bond) and the coupons prior to maturity is 
provided as a discounted value of the maturity-value. The difference from the model (5.5) ~ 
(5.7) of [9] is that here we consider the different unexpected default intensity i in the every 
subinterval ],( 1ii TT  and the expected default barriers are calculated from the equity price 
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like [1].  
           
   The equation (2.18) and (2.19) is just the same type with (3.7) in [10]. So we can use the 
method of [10] or [11] to get the following pricing formula.  
    Theorem 2. (Discrete Coupon Bond Price) The solution of (2.18) and (2.19) is given by:  
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and provided as follows: 
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Here );0,( 00 TrZZ  . 
   Remark 5. 1) The proof of theorem 2 is omitted since it is very similar with the theorem 1 of 
[11] or the theorem 3 of [10]. 2) The equation (2.21) of the relative price ),( txui  is an 
inhomogenous Black-Scholes equation with discontinuous terminal value. Thus using the 
results of [9], we can investigate such properties of ),( txui  as monotonicity, boundedness or 
gradient estimate and so on. For example, ),(1 txuN is x - increasing. ),(2 txuN is x - 
increasing if 11111 ),(   NNNNN KcTKu  .    
   Let denote the leverage ratio by L=F/V0 and the k-th coupon rate by ck = Ck/F (k = 1,…, 
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N). Then we have the following representation of the initial price of the our defaultable 
discrete coupon bond in terms of leverage ratio, coupon rates, default recovery rate and 
initial price of the default free zero coupon bond. 
   Corollary 1. Under the assumption of theorem 1, the initial price of the bond can be 
represented as follows: 
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and other elements coincide with those of 1)( mA . The matrices
m
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and other elements coincide with those of 1)( mA and 
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( mA , respectively . 
   Remark 6. If k =  (i = 0,…, N1), then our pricing formula (2.23) coincides with the formula 
(5.34) of [9] but the calculated default barrier Ki, i = 1,…, N1 may be different. If b = 0 and 
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k = 0 (i =0,…, N1), then our pricing formula (2.23) nearly coincides with the formula (5) 
of [1, at page 752] and the only difference comes from the fact that k-th coupon is provided 
as a discounted value of the maturity-value in our model. If  b = 0, Ck = 0 and k = 0 (i = 
0,…, N1), then the formula (2.23) coincides with the formula (5) of [1, at page 752] when 
Ck = 0 (i = 0,…, N1) which is a known formula for defaultable zero coupon bond that 
generalizes Merton (1974) [7]. 
   Note that in the formula (2.23), the first term reflects the survival probability, more 
exactly speaking, );,,( 1111
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k  can be interpreted as the survival (no 
default) probability at time Tm+1 under the condition that expected or unexpected default has 
not occurred in [0, Tm+1); the second term is the expected default premium (more exactly 
speaking, the default premium when unexpected default recovery is zero) and the last term 
means the unexpected default premium (more exactly speaking, the default premium coming 
from only the possibility of unexpected default). );,,,( 1111
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can be interpreted as the expected default probability at time Tm+1 under the condition that 
expected or unexpected default has not occurred in [0, Tm+1) and other terms have similar 
explanations. 
   In what follows, we use the following notation for simplicity: 
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Then from (2.15) and (2.23) we can write as follows: 
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If we take the sum of the above expressions, we have 
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Therefore we have 
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This shows that the Modigliani-Miller theorem holds (that is, V = Equity + Debt) when  =1 
and k = b = 0. Here we considered the following fact [1]:  
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In the case with possibility of default, it is modified as follows [1]: 
V = Equity + Debt + Default Costs (bankruptcy costs) . 
From this fact, we have the representation of bankruptcy costs . 
   Corollary 2. (Bankruptcy Cost) The current value of bankruptcy cost is as follows: 
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   Remark 7. In the formula (2.28), let k = b = 0, then we have the formula (6) of [1, at page 752]. 
 
3. Duration 
   In this section we study the problem of duration for defaultable discrete coupon bond 
under the united model of structural and reduced form approaches we developed in the 
previous section. According to [1], when ),,( trVB is bond price, we use the following 
definition for duration with respect to the short rate 
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trVD r .                      (3.1) 
For example, the duration Dz(t, T) of default free zero coupon bond Z(r, t ; T) under the 
assumption 1) in the section 2 is just the B(t, T) in the formula (2.3) and it is provided by 
(2.4) under the Vasicek model, that is, 
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The duration of the default free discrete coupon bond, the holder of which receives the 
coupon of quantity CiZ(r, Ti ; T) (unit of currency) at time Ti (i = 1,…, N1) and receives the 
face value F and the last coupon CN (unit of currency) at time TN =T, is given by (3.2) under 
the Vasicek model, too because its time t-price is just the same with );,()( 1 TtrZCF k
N
k . 
Now let calculate the duration of our defaultable discrete coupon bond. If we let in (2.27) 
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then 0, 21 ff and first time price of our bond is written as follows: 
.)0),0,(,( 20100000 fVfZrZVBB                  (3.4) 
Thus we have 2010100 fVfZfZB rrrr   . We use the lemma on derivatives of 
multi-variate normal distribution functions (the lemma 1 in the section 5) and 
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(3.5) 
Here imN ,1

 is as in (5.8) in the section 5. Using the above notations and estimates, we have  
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Using these notations, we have  
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Calculating the duration of our bond, then  
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 (3.6) 
From 0
~
,0,0 121  fff  and (3.4), if 2
~
f  is not too small (negative), then ),0( TBD  , that 
is, the duration of our bond is smaller than that of the corresponding default free discrete 
coupon bond. Thus we have proved the following proposition. 
   Proposition 1. If 
0
2010
2
~
~
V
fVfZ
f

 
 , then ),0( TBD  . 
   Remark 8. If b = 0 and k = 0 (i =0,…, N1), then the duration (3.6) (considered together with 
(3.3) and 2.26) of our bond nearly coincides with the result of [1, at page 754] and the only 
difference comes from the fact that k-th coupon is provided as a discounted value of the 
maturity-value in our model.   
 
4. Taxes on the Coupons 
In this section we extend the result of the section 2 along the line of the study of [1] on the 
effect of government taxes that paid on the proceeds of an investment in corporate bonds.  
   According to [1], State income taxes are only paid on the proceeds of an investment and 
not on the principal. In this case the payoff to the bond holders is reduced but the equity is not 
changed. Thus the expected default condition is not changed and default barrier at time Ti is 
still Ki (i =1,…,N) as calculated in the theorem 1. It means that when the tax rate is  (> 0), 
the payoff to bondholders at coupon dates is as follows:  
   i) At the maturity date TN , F+(1)CN if VTN  KN (=F+CN) (firm value is enough large to 
pay debt principal F and coupon CN); F+(1)(VTN F) if F/  VTN < KN (firm value is 
enough large to pay debt principal but not enough to pay coupon); VTN if VTN < F/ (firm 
value is not enough large to pay even the principal, let alone the coupon). Here we should 
note that this structure of the payoff comes from the implicit assumption that F/ < F+CN 
(equally 1)1(  Nc  or 1
1  Nc ; we call it the case II) which is possible but generally 
unlikable because the recovery rate  might not be able to be so large provided a coupon 
rate FCc NN / or the coupon rate Nc might not be able to be so large provided a recovery 
rate . For example, if  = ½, then we must have Nc > 1 which seems impossible. When F/  
F + CN (equally 
1)1(  Nc  or 1
1  Nc ; we call it the case I) , the payoff to 
bondholders at the maturity date TN is F+(1)CN if VTN  KN  and VTN if VTN < KN . Here 
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we only consider the case I as in [1]. 
   ii) At the k-th coupon date Ti (i = 1,…, N1), (1)CiZ(r,Ti ;T) if VTi  KiZ(r, Ti ; T); 
VTi if VTi < KiZ(r, Ti ; T). (Note that it is possible to consider the case II as at time TN but we 
do not consider it since it is generally unlikable.) 
   Let modify our pricing model (2.18) and (2.19) under consideration of taxes on the 
coupons provided in the above. We introduce the following notation for simplicity of pricing 
formulae as the previous subsections.  
   k
N
ikiiiNN CFNiCcCFc 1)1(;1,,1,)1(;)1(   .      (4.1) 
That is, ic is the time TN -value of the payoff to bondholders at time Ti (i =1,…, N).  
   Under the above assumption and the notation (4.1), our bond price iB
~
 satisfies the 
following PDE in every subinterval ),( 1ii TT ( 1,,0  Ni  ): 
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  (4.2) 
If we consider the payoff to bondholders at coupon dates, we can derive the following 
terminal value conditions: 
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       (4.3) 
The problem (4.2) and (4.3) with the notation (4.1) is just the pricing model of our defaultable 
discrete coupon bond under consideration of taxes on coupons and it is the same problem with 
(2.18) and (2.19). Thus we have the solution representation of it just as in the theorem 2. 
    Theorem 3. Unless the coupon rates are large relative to /1 , under State tax rate , 
we have the following representation of the initial price of the our defaultable discrete 
coupon bond in terms of debt, coupon rates, default recovery rate, default intensity, and 
initial price of the default free zero coupon bond and initial firm value:  
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Here )(
~
,,),;,,(, 10 mmmmm AAAAaaNZ
  and )(
~
mA  are the same as in the theorem 2 and 
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   Remark 9. The financial meaning of every term of the formula (4.4) is similar with the theorem 
2. Note that If b = 0 and k = 0 (i = 0,…, N1), then our pricing formula (4.4) nearly 
coincides with the formula (10) of [1, at page 756] and the only difference comes from the 
fact that k-th coupon is provided as a discounted value of the maturity-value in our model. 
   Remark 10. As in the section 2, the equation of the relative price ZBtxu ii /
~
),(~  of the bond is 
an inhomogenous Black-Scholes equation with discontinuous terminal value. Thus using the 
results of [9], we can investigate such properties of ),( txui  as monotonicity, boundedness 
or gradient estimate and so on. For example, if we denote )1/(1 NN cc  , then 
NN Kc  . If    , then the terminal value ),(
~
1 NN Txu   is increasing and thus by the 
theorem 4 of [9], ))(,(~ 1 NN Tttxu   is x- increasing. If  < , then the terminal value 
),(~ 1 NN Txu   is not increasing and thus we cannot say that ))(,(
~
1 NN Tttxu   is x – 
increasing (but in this case the default recovery can be greater than the normal payoff to 
bondholders and this seems not appropriate in financial meaning). (See the figure 1.) 
 
Figure 1. The graph of ),(~ 1 NN Txu  . (a)    , (b)  <   
 
5. Appendix    
 
The Proof of Theorem 1 
   Now we solve the problem (2.10) and (2.11). If we use the change of numeraire 
1),;,(/),,(),(),;,(/  iiii TtTTtrZtrVEtxeTtrZVx ,            (5.1) 
then we have the following problems:   
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The equation (5.2) is the Black-Scholes equation with the short rate i, the dividend rate i+b 
and the volatility Sx(t).   
   When i = N1, the problem (5.2) and (5.3) is a generalized European option problem in 
the meaning of [2] and its solution is given by the binary options as follows:  
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 (5.4) 
Here ))(,,;;,()),(,,;;,( 1111  



xNNNKxNNNK SbTtxBSbTtxA NN  are the prices of the 
asset and bond binary options with the coefficients N1, the dividend rate N1+b and the 
volatility Sx(t) (see the formulae (2.9) in [10]). For simplicity of notation, we use the relation 
(2.12) of [10] to rewrite (5.4) as the binary options with 0-short rate, b-dividend rate and the 
volatility Sx(t): 
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   For the study of the next step, we investigate the properties of ),(1 txeN . The terminal 
value )(),(1 xfTxe NN  is downward convex and minx f ’(x) = 0, maxx f ’(x) = 1. From the 
theorem 2 and theorem 3 of [9], ),(1 txeN is x - increasing and x - downward convex, in 
particular, we have 
0,1),(0
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Thus the equation 111 ),(   NNN cTxe has unique root KN1 and   xcTxe NNN 111 ),(  
1NK . (Note that 00 11   NN Kc .)  
   Now consider the case when i = N2. In this case, the equation (5.2) is the Black-Scholes 
equation with the short rate N2, the dividend rate N2+b and the volatility Sx(t), and the 
terminal value condition (5.3) can be written as  
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Here we use the relation (2.12) of [10] to get 
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This is a linear combination of the terminal values of second order binary options in the 
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meaning of [2] and the solution ),(2 txeN is given by the second order binary options: 
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 are 
the prices of the second order asset and bond binary options with the coefficients N2, the 
dividend rate N2+b and the volatility Sx(t) (see the formulae (2.10) of [10]). For simplicity 
of notation, we use the relation (2.12)  of [10] to rewrite (5.4) as the binary options with 
0-short rate, b-dividend rate and the volatility Sx(t): 
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For the study of the next step, we investigate the properties of ),(2 txeN . From the properties 
of ),( 11  NN Txe , the terminal value )(}{1]),([),( 111112 xfKxcTxeTxe NNNNNN   is 
downward convex and minx f ’(x) = 0, maxx f ’(x)  11
)(   NN Tbe
 . From the theorem 2 and 
theorem 3 of [9], ),(2 txeN is x - increasing and x - downward convex, in particular,  
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Thus the equation 222 ),(   NNN cTxe has unique root KN2 and   xcTxe NNN 222 ),(  
2NK . (Note that 00 22   NN Kc .)  
   Thus when i = N3, the terminal value (5.3) can be written as  
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But in this case, the equation (5.2) is the Black-Scholes equation with the short rate N3, the 
dividend rate N3+b and the volatility Sx(t) and thus we use the relation (2.12) of [10] to get 
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This is a linear combination of the terminal values of third order binary options in the 
meaning of [9] and the solution ),(3 txeN  is given by the third order binary options: 
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Here 
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, are the prices of the third order asset and bond binary options 
with the coefficients N3, the dividend rate N3+b and the volatility Sx(t) (see the formulae 
(2.11) of [10]). For simplicity of notation, we use the relation (2.11) of [10] to rewrite it as 
the binary options with 0-short rate, b-dividend rate and the volatility Sx(t): 
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By induction the theorem 1 is proved. (QED)  
 
In the calculation of duration for defaultable bond, we use the derivatives of multi-variate 
normal distribution functions. Let 
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   Lemma 1. The derivatives of multi-variate normal distribution functions are provided as 
follows:  
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Here we used the following notations: 
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   Proof: From the lemma on differentiation of integral with parameter we have  
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Going on using the lemma on differentiation of integral with parameter in the second term in 
the above expression, we can prove (5.8) by induction. (QED)  
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